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children and adults.
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basic knitting tips
Ribbing
Ribbing should be worked fairly
firmly—it can often end up looser than
desired—but should remain elastic.
A good rule of thumb is to work the
ribbing with needles one size smaller
than the needles used for the rest of the
mitten. Another option is to work the
purl stitches, or even all the stitches, as
twisted stitches.
Dominant Color
Usually a pattern design has a well-defined motif set against a background.
For example, when you look at the
Cat mittens on page 26, the cat is the
motif—the yarn used for the cat is the
“pattern” yarn, or contrast color. The
rest of the mitten is worked using the
“background” yarn, or main color.
A pattern motif will show most
clearly when the pattern color is held
so it comes under the background color
strand on the back of the piece. It’s very
important for the colors to be held this
way in relation to each other through
the whole pattern, so the knitting will
be even.
If you forget and start holding the
yarns the other way around partway
through the knitting, it will show as an
uneven section with a different look.
Some knitters hold one strand
on their left forefinger and the other
strand in their right hand or on the
right forefinger. The yarn held in the
left hand will come under the other

8 · basic knitting tips
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strand on the wrong side of the knitting—this should be the pattern yarn
or contrast color of the pattern. If you
hold both colors in your left hand, the
strand held further down your finger
should be the pattern color, as it will lie
under the other strand.
The Wrong Side
In order to produce evenly knitted
mittens, make sure the yarn strands
lie evenly and smoothly on the wrong
side throughout. If you pull on the
strands too hard when changing colors,
the fabric will be pulled in across the
width. Strands that are too loose will
also negatively affect the look and sizing of the mittens.
One tip is to stretch the strands and
stitches across the width every time
you change needles. Take a peek at the
wrong side to make sure the strands or
“floats” lie smooth and flat.
Long Floats
It can be challenging to have long floats
between color changes and it is uncomfortable to have long strands on the
inside of your mittens. To avoid long
floats, twist the colors around each
other every 5-6 stitches. Don’t forget to
stretch the piece to make sure the piece
doesn’t pull in.
Joining Yarn
Sometimes you’ll run out of yarn in
the middle of a row and need to attach

© Jorid Linvik, and Trafalgar Square Books
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Follow the structure of the knit stitches when
embroidering with another color.

a new ball of yarn. You can knot the
yarn ends (leaving ends long enough
to weave in later) and knit so that the
knot lies on the wrong side. When the
item is finished, you can untie the
knot(s) and weave in the yarn ends.
Duplicate Stitch Embroidery
Some designs in this book have motifs
with a few stitches that should be
embroidered—in a different color than
that used for knitting the mitten.
You can also use duplicate stitch
to correct an error in a color pattern
after you’ve finished knitting the piece,
and initials and dates can be added in
duplicate stitch on the finished mittens
to make them more personal.
Uneven Yarn
If you find knots, visible joins, or any
other unevenness in your yarns, I
recommend that you cut the yarn and
join it as described above. If you don’t
eliminate the knots and bad joins, you
will only be irritated later on!
Weaving in Ends
All yarn ends must be securely woven
in on the wrong side of the mittens with
a tapestry needle. Check to make sure
the ends are woven in on the wrong

side only and don’t show through on
the right side.
Weave in ends by sewing them for
1½-2 in / 4-5 cm along the knitting,
working in and out through the tops
of the stitches or through the strands
between stitches. Turn and sew back
until a little past the point where you
started. Now, bring the needle a couple
of times through the same strand that
you have been sewing with. Make sure
the yarn lies smoothly and doesn’t pull
in when you trim it.
Sometimes there will be a little
hole in the knitting at the base of the
thumb. You can tighten up the hole on
the wrong side by using the end of the
thumb yarn to pull its edges together at
the same time as you weave in the ends.
Never tie knots unless you’re planning
to undo them later and weave in the
ends instead.
Seaming the Top
Some of the mittens in this book are
joined at the top with Kitchener stitch.
This method produces a smooth finish
and makes the mitten more rounded at
the top.

Kitchener stitch.

basic knitting tips · 9
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yarn
All the mittens in this book have been
knitted with classic, good-quality yarns
that are easy to find. For the best possible results, it’s important to use yarn
that is appropriate for the project you
want to knit. If you’re working a pattern with two or more colors, it’s also
important to find colors that contrast
well, so the motifs on the mittens will
show clearly.
Wool Yarn
Wool is an excellent fiber for pattern
knitting—wool yarn has a lot of elasticity, so a garment made with it will
drape nicely and fit well. Loosely plied
yarn has less elasticity than welltwisted yarn; a garment made with it
will be soft but dense. Mittens knitted
in wool will stay warm even when wet,
and after you wear them for a while,
they’ll conform to the shape of your
hands.
Mittens knitted with a regular wool
yarn will also felt a little on the palms
if they’re used as work or ski mittens.
Some think this is a charming look
that makes the mittens extra per-
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sonal. If the yarn is “superwash,” the
mittens will be stronger, can be machine-washed, and won’t felt with use.
Alpaca Yarn
Alpaca fiber is even more warming
than wool. Pattern-knitted mittens
made with alpaca yarn will keep the
hands warm on even the coldest winter
day, but they won’t hold that warmth
if they get wet. Alpaca is really nice
for pattern knitting, but you do have
to knit more carefully because alpaca
lacks wool’s elasticity. Alpaca is best
for smooth mittens that won’t be used
for sports or work, since they won’t be
especially durable.
Other Fibers
If you are allergic to wool or don’t want
to use animal products, there are still
many options to choose from. You can
get good knitting results from acrylic,
soft cotton, bamboo, or polyamide.
Try out these fibers by knitting gauge
swatches before you embark on a whole
mitten.

yarn · 11
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knitting needles and sizes
Needles
In Scandinavia, mittens are usually
worked with a total of 5 double-pointed
needles. The needle size corresponds to
the diameter of the needle and is given
in millimeters (mm). U.S. knitting
needles are numbered differently and
there is not always an exact match
for a millimeter size. In U.S. sizes, the
smaller the size number, the smaller
the needle.
When you buy needles, it’s important to choose a needle size appropriate
for the yarn and pattern you’ll be using.
Needle lengths are measured in inches
or centimeters. Double-pointed needles
(dpn) for socks are usually 6–8 in /
15–20 cm long, which is also a perfect
length for mittens.
Knitting needles are made from a
wide variety of materials, including
aluminum, wood, bamboo, and carbon.
It can take a while to figure out which
needles are just right for you. Some
knitters prefer heavy, smooth metal
needles while others like lighter bamboo needles.
Gauge
The band around a ball of yarn indicates the recommended gauge for that
yarn by listing the number of stitches
in 4 in / 10 cm.
NOTE: When you are knitting a
pattern with two colors, the gauge will
be tighter than with only one color. As
a general rule of thumb, you will need
2 stitches more for every 4 in / 10 cm

12 · knitting needles and sizes
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than will be given on the ball band. For
example, if the ball band recommends
22 sts = 4 in / 10 cm with needles that
are U.S. size 2.5 / 3 mm, there will
be 24 sts in 4 in / 10 cm for two-color
stranded knitting with the same needle
size.
Some people knit loosely while
others knit tightly, and not everyone
will achieve the gauge as given in the
pattern or on the yarn ball band. For
that reason, you should always make
a gauge swatch and measure it out. If
the swatch is too large, then you should
switch to smaller needles, and if the
swatch is too small, try larger needles.
After you have gained some knitting
experience, it will be easier to estimate
the right needle size for the desired
results.
How Do You Get the Right Size?
All the mittens in this book can be
knitted in a variety of sizes following
the same pattern.
The secret lies in the choice of yarn
and the needle size, which, when combined well, will give you the gauge appropriate for the desired size. The size
of the finished mitten is determined
by the circumference of the hand as
measured above the thumb. The length
of the mitten should be in proportion to
the circumference and suitable for the
size. To easily determine the circumference of a mitten, lay the mitten flat on a
table and measure the width just above
the thumb; then multiply by 2.

It is not always easy to get the
exact measurements of a finished
mitten, since knitting is elastic.
Luckily, that elasticity allows some

flexibility in sizing and fit. You may
find that after a while your mittens fit
perfectly, even though they originally
seemed too tight or too loose.

Mittens with 48 stitches in a round, child-size mittens
size

circumference

gauge

0-2 years

4¾-5¼ in / 12-13 cm

34 sts = 4 in / 10 cm

3-4 years

5¾ in / 14.5 cm

33 sts = 4 in / 10 cm

5-7 years

6 in / 15 cm

32 sts = 4 in / 10 cm

7-10 years

6¾ in / 17 cm

28 sts = 4 in / 10 cm

10-12 years

7 in / 18 cm

25 sts = 4 in / 10 cm

little squirrel, p. 117

roe deer fawn, p. 114

calf, p. 146

little lamb, p. 158

little r abbit, p. 30

little fox, p. 106

little bird, p. 58

tiger cub, p. 194

baby elephant, p. 203
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Mittens with 60 stitches in a round, teen- and adult-size mittens
size

circumference

gauge

10-12 years

7 in / 18 cm

33 sts = 4 in / 10 cm

12-16 years/
Women’s small

7½ in / 19 cm

31 sts = 4 in / 10 cm

Women’s medium

8 in / 20 cm

30 sts = 4 in / 10 cm

Men’s small/
Women’s large

8¼ in / 21 cm

29 sts = 4 in / 10 cm

Men’s medium

8¾ in / 22 cm

28 sts = 4 in / 10 cm

Men’s large

9 in / 22.5 cm

27 sts = 4 in / 10 cm

gir affe, p. 197

mother squirrel,
p. 120

cat mittens,
p. 26

sandr a salamander,
p.124

dog mittens,
p.34

angel mittens,
p. 164

tiddely pom,
p. 184

let’s rock, p. 172

ptarmigan, p. 55

bird mittens,
p. 48

fisherman’s friend, p. 175

dancing frogs, p. 124

jorid’s christmas hearts, p. 82

cat and mouse, p. 42

north pole,
p. 132

poodle mittens,
p. 38

horse, p. 138

tango elephant, p. 200

reindeer, p. 154
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basics for knitting the
mittens in this book
The charts are read from right to left and from the bottom up—read in the same
direction as the knitting. Each block on the chart corresponds to one stitch in the
knitted fabric.

3
48

12
4. pinne

12
3. pinne

12
2. pinne

12
1. pinne

2

A number inside a circle refers to the corresponding number in the pattern.
The vertical lines marked on a chart divide the stitches by needle to make it
easier to follow the pattern.
The numbers between the red lines indicate the stitch count for each needle. In
this example, there are 12 sts on each of the four needles = 48 sts total.
Marking for the thumbhole: a dark horizontal line. The stitches on the row just
above the dark line should be knitted with a smooth scrap yarn = the thumbhole
row. Make sure the scrap yarn you use for this is a color that contrasts well with
the pattern yarn so you can see the row later on.
For the thumbhole, work in pattern up to and including the stitch before the
marker. Add in the scrap yarn and knit the thumbhole stitches (here 9 sts) above
the dark line. Drop the scrap yarn and hide ends inside mitten. Slide the stitches
just knitted in scrap yarn back to the left needle and work them in pattern following the chart.

18 · xxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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cuddly
animals
They make a tangled mess in the yarn basket. They set their sharp claws and teeth into
your knitted garments and in an instant,
hours of hard work disintegrate into bits
of yarn. They trap you by settling down on
your lap or legs or chest, and it’s impossible
to keep knitting or they’ll take off with your
balls of yarn.
But in spite of all that, we love our little
friends! So here’s a selection of mittens you
can knit to honor some adorable cuddly
animals. Just make sure the yarn doesn’t get
eaten while you work…

© Jorid Linvik, and Trafalgar Square Books
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Instruction s
With Light Blue (Rust
Red), CO 44 sts. Divide the
sts evenly onto 4 dpn (= 11
sts per ndl). Join, being
careful not to twist caston row.
1) Begin with k1, p1 ribbing around. Use Chart A
for small mittens without
a thumb and Chart B for
larger mittens with a
thumb. Change colors as
shown on charts.

Little Rabbit
MATERIALS
Small mittens
Yarn: CYCA #1 (sock/fingering/baby) Dale Garn Daletta
(100% wool; 153 yd/140 m /
50 g), Light Blue #5703 and
Natural White #0020
Needles: U.S. size 1.5 /
2.5 mm, set of 5 dpn
Large mittens
Yarn: CYCA #1 (sock/fingering/baby) Rauma Finullgarn
(100% wool; 191 yd/175 m
/ 50 g), Rust Red #435 and
White #400
Needles: U.S. size 2.5 /
3 mm, set of 5 dpn

30 · little rabbit
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Everyone falls for small, soft rabbits.
Rabbits are a nice, cuddly animal to
have and many children want to keep
a little rabbit in a cage. It’s not always
possible to do that, of course—but everyone can have mittens with rabbits on
them! These charming little rabbits are
shown on both the front and back.
These mittens can be knitted in
several sizes using the same charts (see
the sizing guides on pages 13-17). For
very small children, omit the thumb.

© Jorid Linvik, and Trafalgar Square Books
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2) After completing the
ribbing, work following
the chart for the right- and
left-hand mittens (see page
32). On the first round,
increase a total of 4 sts as
shown on the chart = 48
sts.

6) When 5 sts each remain
on the front and back,
seam the sets of stitches
with Kitchener stitch.

3) You can substitute
a name for the narrow
5-row pattern panel (see
alphabet charts on page
214).
4) Thumbhole: The thick
line on the chart indicates
the placement of the
thumbhole (blue line for
left-hand mitten and red
line for right). Knit the
9 sts for the thumb with
smooth contrast color
scrap yarn. Slide the sts
back to the left needle and
knit in pattern.
5) Continue following the
chart up to the encircled
5, and then shape top by
decreasing as shown on
the chart.

7) Thumb: Insert a dpn
into the sts below the
scrap yarn and another
dpn into the sts above the
scrap yarn. Remove the
scrap yarn = 9 + 9 sts. On
the first rnd of the thumb,
increase to 22 sts total by
picking up and knitting 2
sts at each side (see chart).
8) Work thumb to the
encircled 8 and then shape
top as shown on chart.
9) When 6 sts remain,
cut yarn and draw end
through rem sts. Weave in
all yarn ends neatly on WS.

9
8

A

1

22

B

1

6
Tommel
Thumb

5

6

5

7

Rett
Knit maske
Vrang
Purl maske
Øk
1 maske
Increase
1 st
Fell
mot høyredecrease
Right-leaning
Fell
mot venstre
Left-leaning
decrease
little rabbit · 31
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mittens with
bird motifs
You don’t need to be an avowed bird lover to
delight in the look of these fine creations.
Here is a selection of mittens with various
birds as motifs. The birds have each been
stylized for easy knitting.
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Instruction s

48 · bird mittens
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These mittens were my very first design. The
pattern was eventually published on my blog
and I waited excitedly for the response.
After a while, I received an email from a
Russian lady: “I have 3 children who are now
adults and have flown from the nest, as the
birds on the front of the mitten. My fourth
child was adopted. She has Down’s syndrome
and will live with me as long as we both live.
My good little girl is like the little bird in
the hand, settled into my life after my other
children became adults.”

© Jorid Linvik, and Trafalgar Square Books
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3) Continue following the
chart up to the encircled
3, and then shape top by
decreasing as shown on
the chart.

1) Work following the
chart for the right- or lefthand mitten respectively.

4) When 6 sts each remain
on the front and back,
seam the sets of stitches
with Kitchener stitch.

2) Thumbhole: The thick
line on the chart indicates
the placement of the
thumbhole. Knit the 11
sts for the thumb with
a smooth contrast color
scrap yarn. Slide the sts
back to the left needle and
knit in pattern.

bird mittens
MATERIALS
Yarn: CYCA #1 (sock/fingering/baby) Dale Garn
Daletta (100% wool; 153
yd/140 m / 50 g), Light
Blue #5703 and Black
#0090 + small amount
of Red #4018 for birds
and hearts. A bird is
embroidered with red on
the palm of one mitten.
The hearts on the back
of each mitten’s hand are
embroidered with red.
Needles: U.S. size 2.5 /
3 mm, set of 5 dpn

With Light Blue (or
lightest color), CO 58 sts.
Divide the sts onto 4 dpn.
Join, being careful not to
twist cast-on row.

5) Thumb: Insert a dpn
into the sts below the
scrap yarn and another
dpn into the sts above the
scrap yarn. Remove the
scrap yarn = 11 + 11 sts. On
the first rnd of the thumb,
increase to 26 sts total by
picking up and knitting 2
sts at each side (see chart).

6) At the encircled 6 on the
thumb chart, decrease for
the top as shown.
7) When 6 sts remain,
cut yarn and draw end
through rem sts. Weave
in all yarn ends neatly on
WS.
With Red and duplicate
stitch, embroider the little
bird on the palm of one
mitten. On the back of
the hand on both mittens,
embroider a heart.

7
6

26

7
Thumb
Tommel

6

7

6

5

Rett
Knit maske
Vrang
Purl maske
Øk
1 maske
Increase
1 st
Fell
mot høyredecrease
Right-leaning
Fell
mot venstre
Left-leaning
decrease
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Instruction s
Both mittens are knitted
the same way except
for the placement of the
thumbhole and the directions the little penguins on
the thumbs face.
With Black, CO 60 sts.
Divide the sts evenly onto
4 dpn (= 15 sts per ndl).
Join, being careful not to
twist cast-on row. Work 5
rnds k2, p2 ribbing. Knit
the next round, increasing
to 64 sts at the same time
(= K15, M1) 4 times—there
should now be 16 sts on
each dpn.
1) Begin by working the
fish in Black and Turquoise from the chart below. The motif is repeated
four times around.

the south pole
MATERIALS
Yarn: CYCA #1 (sock/
fingering/baby) Sandnes
Garn Sisu (80% wool,
20% nylon; 191 yd/175 m /
50 g), Black #1099,
Turquoise #7024, and
White #1001
Needles: U.S. size 1.5 /
2.5 mm, set of 5 dpn

These mittens depict the summer landscape
at the South Pole, with three happy penguins
standing at the edge of the ice and warming
themselves in the sunshine after a tasty fish
dinner. The sea provides their source of food
and life is good.

2) At the chart row
marked with an encircled
2, begin the ice floe. Hold
the yarns so White is
dominant and the ice will
show well.

3) After completing
the fish and ice chart,
continue to the chart for
the right- and left-hand
mittens. Hold the yarns so
Black is dominant on the
palm.
4) Thumbhole: The thick
line on the chart (blue
line for left hand and red
for right) indicates the
placement of the thumbhole. Knit the 12 sts for
the thumb with a smooth
contrast color scrap yarn.
Slide the sts back to the
left needle and knit in
pattern.
5) Continue following the
chart up to the encircled
5 and then shape top by
decreasing as shown on
the chart.

7) Thumb: Insert a dpn
into the sts below the
scrap yarn and another
dpn into the sts above the
scrap yarn. Remove the
scrap yarn = 12 + 12 sts.
On the first rnd of the
thumb, increase to 28 sts
total by picking up and
knitting 2 sts at each side
(see chart).
8) Making sure you work
the correct thumb for
each mitten, work thumb
to chart row marked by
encircled 8 and then shape
top as shown.
9) When 8 sts remain,
cut yarn and draw end
through rem sts. Weave
in all yarn ends neatly on
WS.

6) When 8 sts each remain
on the front and back,
cut yarn and draw end
through rem sts.

2

Rett maske
Knit
Vrang maske
Purl
Øk 1 maske
Increase
1 st
Fell mot høyredecrease
Right-leaning
Fell mot venstre
Left-leaning
decrease

1
Fish
pattern
Mønster
med fisker
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Nothing is warmer or feels better than felted mittens! These mittens
are knitted on large needles and then felted to size in the washing
machine.
With few stitches around and motifs that are easy to knit, these
mittens will be finished in a flash.
It can be a bit tricky to get the sizing right on felted mittens. A
number of factors come into play: yarn, needle size, gauge—and, of
course, your washing machine!
Use a yarn that is recommended for felting—pure new wool, not
superwash. Tove from Sandnes Garn is a nice yarn that is especially
good for felting.
The mittens are knitted on needles that are U.S. size 6 or 7 / 4 or
4.5 mm.

Ho w t o fel t
Before you felt the mittens,
weave in all the yarn ends.
Mittens can be felted with
mild dishwashing soap
or wool wash. Put the
mittens into the washer
with a hand towel and the
soap. Wash at 86°F / 30°C

64 · felted mittens
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on the normal program
(do not use the gentle cycle
for woolens). If you are
felting several items at the
same time, you can omit
the towel. The fuller the
machine is, the more the
garments will felt. After

completing the felting, pat
the mittens out to correct
measurements and leave
flat until dry. To make
the mittens extra soft and
fluffy, brush the surface
after the mittens are dry.
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Instruction s
Both mittens are knitted
the same way except
for the placement of the
thumb.
With Natural White, CO 48
sts. Knit 4 rows of garter
st back and forth = 2 garter ridges. Now divide the
sts onto 4 dpn = 12 sts per
ndl. Join, being careful
not to twist.

Burning love
MATERIALS
Yarn:
Smaller size mittens (see photos on
pages 18 and 65):
CYCA #3 (DK/light worsted)
Gjestal Østlandsgarn (Gjestal
Vestlandsgarn or Dale of Norway
Heilo can substitute) (100% wool;
109 yd/100 m / 50 g), Natural
White, Yellow, and Dark Red
Needles: U.S. size 7 / 4.5 mm

Just seeing these mittens will warm
you. Love burns with intense flames.
The design will also be pretty in
cooler colors. You can experiment
with all sorts of combinations!

1) Work following the
chart on page 68; the pattern is worked two times—
both sides of the mitten
are identical. Of course,
only one thumb is worked
on each mitten.
2) At the chart row
marked with an encircled
2, work 9 rnds k2, p2
ribbing.

3) Thumbhole: The
thick line on the chart
indicates the placement
of the thumbhole (blue
line for left mitten; red for
right). Knit the 9 sts for
the thumb with a smooth
contrast color scrap yarn.
Slide the sts back to the
left needle and knit in
pattern.
4) Continue following the
chart up to the encircled
4, and then shape top by
decreasing as shown on
the chart.
5) When 4 sts each remain
on the front and back,
cut yarn and draw end
through rem sts.

6) Thumb: Insert a dpn
into the sts below the
scrap yarn and another
dpn into the sts above the
scrap yarn. Remove the
scrap yarn = 9 + 9 sts. On
the first rnd of the thumb,
increase to 20 sts total by
picking up and knitting 1
st at each side (see chart).
7) At the encircled 7 on the
thumb chart, decrease for
the top as shown.
8) When 4 sts remain,
cut yarn and draw end
through rem sts. Seam the
garter stitch band at lower
edge of each mitten cuff.
Weave in all yarn ends
neatly on WS.
Felt mittens following instructions on page 64.

Larger size mittens:
CYCA #2 (sport/baby) Sandnes
Garn Tove (100% wool; 175 yd/160
m / 50 g), Natural White #1012,
Orange #3326, Dark Red #4228
Needles: U.S. size 7 / 4.5 mm, set
of 5 dpn
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mittens with
symbols
These patterns have symbolic motifs that
one must examine closely to discern the
shapes. Well-known symbols, colors, and
lines are delicately interwoven so that they
both follow and emphasize the fine shape of
the hand.
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Instruction s
Both mittens are worked
the same way except
for the placement of the
thumb.
With Purple (Deep Turquoise), CO 56 sts. Divide
the sts evenly onto 4 dpn
(= 14 sts per ndl). Join,
being careful not to twist
cast-on row.
1) Begin by working the
ribbing on the cuff chart
below.

Jorid’s

Christmas hearts
MATERIALS
Yarn:
Dark Mittens: CYCA #1 (sock/fingering/baby) Rauma Finullgarn
(100% wool; 191 yd/175 m / 50 g),
White #400, Dark Red #435, Deep
Turquoise #438
Needles: U.S. size 2.5 / 3 mm,
set of 5 dpn
Light Mittens: CYCA #4 (worsted/
afghan/aran) Trysil Garn Alpa
(65% acrylic, 20% alpaca, 15%
wool; 153 yd/140 m / 50 g), White,
Old Rose, Purple
Needles: U.S. size 2.5 / 3 mm

82 · jorid’s christmas hearts
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Right before Christmas is a good time
of year. After the stress of the day,
you can lean back in your chair and
get cozy with a cup of tea and your
knitting. It’s so nice to make your
Christmas gifts in such a comfortable
way. Don’t forget to knit love and
good Christmas wishes into each
stitch!
These Christmas heart mittens are
easy to knit because the pattern can
be memorized quickly.
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2) After completing the
cuff chart, continue,
following the chart for
left- and right-hand mittens. On Rnd 1 (marked by
the encircled 2), increase
a total of 4 sts (one new st
on each needle) = 60 sts.
3) On the chart row
marked by the encircled

3, increase 1 st at the side.
This stitch will always be
purled and will make the
transition between rounds
smoother. It won’t be visible in the finished mitten.
4) Thumbhole: The thick
line on the chart (black
line for left-hand thumb
and red for right) indicates
the placement of the
thumbhole. Knit the 11
sts for the thumb with
a smooth contrast color
scrap yarn. Slide the sts
back to the left needle and
knit in pattern.
5) Continue following the
chart up to the encircled 5,
and then decrease 1 st (the
purl st).
6) Shape top by decreasing
as shown on the chart.

Rett maske
Knit
Vrang maske
Purl
Øk 1 maske
Increase
1 st
Fell mot høyredecrease
Right-leaning
Fell mot venstre
Left-leaning
decrease

7) When 7 sts each remain
on the front and back,
seam the sets of stitches
with Kitchener stitch.
8) Thumb: Insert a dpn
into the sts below the
scrap yarn and another
dpn into the sts above the
scrap yarn. Remove the
scrap yarn = 11 + 11 sts. On
the first rnd of the thumb,
increase to 26 sts total by
picking up and knitting 2
sts at each side (see chart).
9) Work thumb to encircled 9 and then shape
top as shown on chart.
10) When 6 sts remain,
cut yarn and draw end
through rem sts. Weave
in all yarn ends neatly on
WS.

10
9

1
Vrangbord
Cuff
Ribbing

26

7
Thumb
Tommel

6

7

6

8
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mittens
wilderness
from
the

Anyone who walks in the woods or countryside will eventually meet some wild
animals. Foxes, roe deer, squirrels, frogs,
and salamanders are pleasant acquaintances
and not usually very dangerous. It would be
a little worse to come upon a large moose,
not to mention the world’s largest predator,
a polar bear. But they are all totally safe on
mittens—and, of course, quite decorative!
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Instruction s
With White, CO 44 sts.
Divide the sts evenly onto
4 dpn (= 11 sts per ndl).
Join, being careful not to
twist cast-on row.
1) Work following Chart 1
(see page 149), repeating
the two-stitch pattern
around.
2) Lace eyelet round (at
end encircled 2; can be
omitted if you don’t want
cord ties for the mittens):
(K1 White, 1 Light Green
yo, k2tog with White, k1
Light Green) around.

calf
MATERIALS
Yarn: CYCA #1 (sock/
fingering/baby) Dale Garn
Daletta (100% wool; 153
yd/140 m / 50 g), White
#0010, Dark Brown #3695,
and Light Green #9133 +
small amount of Powder
Pink #4202 for embroidery
Needles: U.S. size 2.5 /
3 mm, set of 5 dpn
Crochet Hook: U.S. size D
/ 3 mm for crocheted cords

146 · calf
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Here are the sweet sister mittens to
the Cow mittens. These mittens are for
children who drink milk and who know
what animal says MOO. I am positive that
these mittens will make their owner very
happy and will keep any little child’s hands
toasty warm.
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3) Continue to the chart
for the right- or left-hand
mitten respectively. Cut
Light Green and add Dark
Brown. As indicated on
the first row of the chart,
increase 1 st on each dpn
= 48 sts.
4) Thumbhole: The thick
line on the chart indicates

the placement of the
thumbhole. Knit the 9
sts for the thumb with
a smooth contrast color
scrap yarn. Slide the sts
back to the left needle and
knit in pattern.
5) Continue following the
chart up to the encircled
5; cut Dark Brown and
continue with Light Green
and White only. Shape top
by decreasing as shown on
the chart.
6) When 5 sts each remain
on the front and back,
seam the sets of stitches
with Kitchener stitch.
7) Thumb: Insert a dpn
into the sts below the
scrap yarn and another
dpn into the sts above the
scrap yarn. Remove the
scrap yarn = 9 + 9 sts. On
the first rnd of the thumb,
increase to 22 sts total by
picking up and knitting 2

sts at each side (see chart).
8) Work thumb to encircled 8, and then shape
top as shown on chart.
9) When 6 sts remain,
cut yarn and draw end
through rem sts. Weave
in all yarn ends neatly on
WS.
10) Using duplicate stitch
and Powder Pink, embroider the cow’s snout and
ears. Weave in ends on
WS.
Cords (make 2): The cords
in the pictures were crocheted with Light Green.
Chain until cord is desired
length. Turn and work
1 single crochet (British
double crochet) in each
chain st; fasten off. Draw
cord through eyelet round
so that the ends emerge at
one side.
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Instruction s
These mittens are lined
with a cuff facing that
is folded in to the wrong
side.

Reindeer
MATERIALS
Yarn: CYCA #1 (sock/
fingering/baby) Dale
Garn Daletta (100% wool;
153 yd/140 m / 50 g),
White #0010 and Blue
#5436
Needles: U.S. size 2.5 /
3 mm, set of 5 dpn

154 · reindeer
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3) After completing the
panel, work following the
chart for the respective
right- or left-hand mitten
(see pages 156-157).

Facing: With White,
CO 64 sts. Divide the sts
evenly onto 4 dpn (= 16
sts per ndl). Join, being
careful not to twist caston row. Work 10 rnds k1,
p1 ribbing and then knit 5
rnds stockinette.
Eyelet round (foldline):
(K2tog, yo) around.
Knit 3 rnds.

4) Thumbhole: The thick
line on the chart indicates
the placement of the
thumbhole. Knit the 11
sts for the thumb with
a smooth contrast color
scrap yarn. Slide the sts
back to the left needle and
knit in pattern.

1) Work the charted pattern panel, repeating the
8-stitch pattern around.

5) Continue following the
chart up to the encircled
5, and then shape top by
decreasing as shown on
the chart.

2) At the chart row
marked with an encircled
2, decrease 4 sts = 1 st on
each dpn = 60 sts rem.

6) When 8 sts remain,
cut yarn and draw end
through rem sts.

7) Thumb: Insert a dpn
into the sts below the
scrap yarn and another
dpn into the sts above the
scrap yarn. Remove the
scrap yarn = 11 + 11 sts. On
the first rnd of the thumb,
increase to 26 sts total by
picking up and knitting 2
sts at each side (see chart).
8) Work thumb to encircled 8, and then shape
top as shown on chart.
9) When 6 sts remain,
cut yarn and draw end
through rem sts. Weave
in all yarn ends neatly on
WS.
Fold the lining at the eyelet round and sew down
loosely on WS.

Reindeer aren’t really domestic animals,
but many in Norway are taken care of by
people, and there are lots of large herds of
these lovely animals. A very proud reindeer
elegantly raises his head in this motif. These
mittens have a pretty palm pattern and a
nicely placed thumb, with a good, old-fashioned cuff lining.
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Motifs

personal meaning
with

Mittens can be a way of telling something
about the person who wears them. Maybe
you’ll find some mittens in this section
that describe you well—perhaps you are an
angel, rocker, fisher(wo)man, sailor, newly
married, or just someone who is happy in
the snow! It’s always wonderful to be able to
give someone mittens that suit the recipient
perfectly.
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Instruction s
Both mittens are knitted
the same way except
for the placement of the
thumb.
With Orange, CO 44 sts.
Divide the sts evenly onto
4 dpn (= 11 sts per ndl).
Join, being careful not to
twist cast-on row.
1) Begin with k2/p2 ribbing around as shown on
the ribbing chart below.
Change colors as shown on
the charts.

Tiger cub
MATERIALS
These mittens can be knitted in two
sizes; the small ones will fit infants up
to 1½ years old. The thumb can be omitted on mittens for the smallest children.
Yarn: CYCA #1 (sock/fingering/baby)
Rauma Garn Baby Panda (100% Merino
wool; 191 yd/175 m / 50 g), Orange #157
and Black #36
Needles: U.S. size 1.5 / 2.5 mm, set of
5 dpn
The larger size mittens will fit children
about 7 years old
Yarn: CYCA #2 (sport/baby) Dale Garn
Falk (100% wool; 116 yd/106 m / 50 g),
Orange #3418 and Black #0090
Needles: U.S. size 2.5 / 3 mm, set of
5 dpn

194 · tiger cub
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It’s small, soft, and sweet. It pats at you
delightfully with its soft paws—but a
moment later it springs up, snarls, and
growls. If you know a child with similar
characteristics, yes, you will also recognize a real tiger cub.
These sweet children’s mittens can
be knitted in several sizes following the
same pattern, depending on your choice
of yarn and needle sizes.
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2) After completing the
ribbing, work following
the chart for the right- and
left-hand mittens (see page
196). On the first round,
increase a total of 4 sts as
shown on the chart = 48
sts.

3) Thumbhole: The thick
line on the chart indicates
the placement of the
thumbhole (blue line for
left-hand mitten and red
line for right mitten). Knit
the 8 sts for the thumb
with a smooth contrast
color scrap yarn. Slide the
sts back to the left needle
and knit in pattern.
4) Continue following the
chart up to the encircled
4, and then shape top by
decreasing as shown on
the chart.
5) When 4 sts each remain
on the front and back,
cut yarn and draw end
through rem sts.

6) Thumb: Insert a dpn
into the sts below the
scrap yarn and another
dpn into the sts above the
scrap yarn. Remove the
scrap yarn = 8 + 8 sts. On
the first rnd of the thumb,
increase to 18 sts total by
picking up and knitting 1
st at each side (see chart).
7) Work thumb to encircled 7, and then shape
top as shown on chart.
8) When 6 sts remain,
cut yarn and draw end
through rem sts. Weave
in all yarn ends neatly on
WS.

Rett maske
Knit
Vrang maske
Purl
Øk 1 maske
Increase
1 st
Fell
mot
høyre
Right-leaning decrease
Fell mot venstre
Ribbing

2
Vrangbord
Left-leaning decrease
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your own
design
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Inside find:
• Basics for planning, sizing, and making your own
fabulous, two-sided mittens.
• An incredible selection of pre-charted patterns,
plus a spare chart where you can let your
imagination fill in the blanks.
• Dozens of delightful designs in multiple sizes, for
children and adults.
• Something for everyone—the romantic and the
traditionalist, the cat lover and the rock star, the
quiet thinker and the expressive storyteller.
• Vivid, full-color photographs, and hints, tips, and
tricks that make mitten-knitting a cinch.
“BEAUTIFUL...A MUST-HAVE.”
—KNITTER’S REVIEW

“CREATIVE PATTERNS THAT PLAY OFF
TRADITIONAL SCANDINAVIAN DESIGNS.”
—PUBLISHERS WEEKLY

J

  orid Linvik lives

in Bodø, Norway, where she runs
her pattern shop, joridweb.no, and the knitting blog
muffinmamma.blog. Collect all her knitting pattern books:
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here are two sides to every story,
and a pair of cozy, comfortable, colorful
mittens is a clever and playful way to share it
with others. Scandinavian knitwear designer
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